
Kognity is designed to help you prepare your students for success in their studies, while 
saving you time in the process. We have taken some of the most frequently asked questions 
from IBDP Physics teachers and asked other IBDP Physics teachers to provide the answers 

to them. Explore them below!

IBDP Physics
Teacher to Teacher Tips

Question assignments are your basic tool to gauge a student’s 
skill in a particular topic. Questions can be selected from different 
sections or topics. Question sets can be assigned to the whole 
group, or they can be tailored and assigned to specific students (say, 
students requiring extra practice).  

Teachers can also write their own questions (and add the answers, 
so that Kognity will grade these) and assign them just as they would 
others. These questions can be labelled with a specific section so 
that they are easy to look up afterwards.

How can I get the most out of the question banks / 
question assignments?



What should students focus on when reading the textbook?

All subtopics are divided into sections, just as they are in the IB 
Physics curriculum. Each section has one or more boxes within the 
text for items such as definitions and important information that 
cover key information which students should pay attention to. The 
last section in each subtopic is a checklist - these highlight key 
concepts from the entire subtopic.

When reviewing, have students focus on these specific features, so 
they can be as efficient as possible.

While questions answered in the practice centre will not generate 
an automatic report like assignments created by the teacher do, they 
will be registered in the class statistics. Head over to class statistics 
/ performance overview, to see which students are working on 
their own and which ones are lagging behind. Use this to encourage 
students to take responsibility for their self-driven learning.

How can I make sure students are working with Kognity 
on their own?



Papers 1 and 2 cover the basic syllabus (Chapters 1-8 for SL or 1-12 
for HL). 

Paper 3 covers laboratory skills, and the topics for one of the four 
Options.

Have students start by reading the textbook, paying particular 
attention to the Checklist at the end of each subtopic. You can ask 
students to build concept maps from these, which will help them 
organize and eventually recall all the information.

For Paper 1, have students go over the Strength Tests on their own, 
and assign multiple choice questions from the provided question 
banks. For this part, build assignments with a sample of questions 
from all subtopics.

Once students have practiced for Paper 1, move on to Paper 2. 
For this part, have students work on Exam-Style Questions that 
you have unlocked, and build assignments with the short-answer 
questions found in the question bank. Again, select a sample of 
questions from all subtopics.  

For Paper 3, students should start by reading subtopic 1.2, 
and whatever option they studied. After this, they can practice 
laboratory skills by reading specific practicals from the Practicals 
section in the textbook and paying attention to the way data is 
analysed since these practicals also include review questions. For 
the option, they can prepare as they would for Paper 2.

Is there something in particular I can do to help students prepare 
for IBDP Physics Paper 1/2/3?

Is there something in particular I can do to help students prepare 
for their Internal Assessment?

Writing a good Internal Assessment has a lot to do with organizing 
properly. 



Have students read the Internal Assessment topic in the textbook. 
While sections here do not have review questions, you can add your 
own and assign them, to make sure students understand what is 
expected of them.

Check Practical 1.5 (on the refractive index) with your students, 
which has an example on linearizing values to graph them. Explain 
how they can start by collecting raw data, and what it means to 
“process” their data in order to write an appropriate analysis and 
conclusion.

https://app.kognity.com/schoolstaff/app/physics-hl-2016/book/practicals/required-practicals/investigating-the-acceleration-of-free-fall/?class=&source=Table%20of%20contents

